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Part I – TA research by authors with names known to the present writer


Comment: A comprehensive report of the project.


Comment: RCT-design. See also Bader (1982).


Comment: RCT-design. TA with redecision techniques found effective.


Comment: RCT-design.


Comment: Correlational research on counter injunctions and their relationship to the developmental Self integration.

Comment: On a sample of 700 men and women the relationship between the counterinjunction Hurry Up and Self-integration is studied. O


Comment: Study showed positive relationship between loving acceptance of self, i.e. Free and Nurturant Ego States and the desire to have children in adolescent girls. O
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Comments: Focus in TC program was TA. P


Comment: On a sample of 700 men and women the relationship between the counter injunction Try Hard and Self-integration is studied. O


Comment: Tested casual model of psychological stress and coping based on TA. N=159. Found that model fit the data. O


Comment: One of nine TA-studies in meta analysis by Smith et al 1980. E


Comment: N=432. Factor analysis and development of ego state scales tailored for nurses. O


Comments: RCT-design. Rated as one of the seven best TA-studies in Elbing, U. (2007). A search for transactional analysis studies according to Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) criteria, *EATA Newsletter* 90 (Oct.). P

Elbing, U. (2007). A search for transactional analysis studies according to Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) criteria, *EATA Newsletter* 90 (Oct.). P


Comment: RCT-design. P


Elbing, U. (2007). A search for transactional analysis studies according to Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) criteria, *EATA Newsletter* 90 (Oct.). P


Comment: RCT-design. P


Comments: RCT-design. Rated as one of the seven best TA-studies in Elbing, U. (2007). A search for transactional analysis studies according to Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) criteria, EATA Newsletter 90 (Oct.).


Comments: RCT-design. Rated as one of the seven best TA-studies in Elbing, U. (2007). A search for transactional analysis studies according to Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) criteria, EATA Newsletter 90 (Oct.).


Woodward, R.B. (1974). The effects of transactional analysis on the self-concepts, social adjustment and grade point averages of intellectually advantaged, intellectually normal and intellectually disadvantaged sixth grade students. Ph.D. dissertation, Mississippi State University. Comment: One of nine TA-studies in meta analysis by Smith et al 1980. CT-design. All three groups of students improved significantly in self-concept, social adjustment and grade point (two groups). “TA...is a beneficial training tool for elementary school students”. E


Part II – remaining studies from Wilson’s list (1981)

Academic prediction

Predicting Academic Achievement in Ninth-Grade and Twelfth-Grade Males with the Kahler Transactional Analysis Script Checklist. 1972. Purdue University. Order No.: AAD77-04765. E


Consultation


An Experimental Study of Transactional Analysis as a Vehicle of Organizational Development. 1975. Order no.: 75-19119. O


Education

An Application of Transactional Analysis to a Model of Teaching. 1975. University of Utah. Order no.: 75-23823. E

An Evaluation of an Experiential Educational Project: To Develop a Model of Evaluation for Use in Field Education in a Seminary. Using Transactional Analysis to Analyze Data Relating to Interpersonal Interaction; and to Describe the Experiential Education Received by Students Participating in the Project. 1978. Northwestern University. Order no.: AAD79-07943. E


The Development of a Communications Strategem for Intern Teachers Based on Transactional Analysis Theory. 1975. Northwestern University. Order no.: 75-29647. E


Effectiveness


A Transactional Analysis Group Program Designed to Increase the Self-Actualization of Adolescent Males in a Residential Camp Setting as Measured by the Personal Orientation Inventory. 1977. The George Washington University. Order no.: Not available from University Microfilm's Int'l. E

Change in Adolescent Self-Esteem As a Function of Transactional Analysis in the Schools. 1976. The University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Order no.: AAD77-14646. E

The Effect of Transactional Analysis Upon the Self-Concept of Adjudicated Delinquents. 1975. Georgia State University. Order no.: 75-17549. P


The Impact of Transactional Analysis Workshops on Personal Values and on the Ability to Examine Hypothetical Interpersonal Relationships and Communication. 1974. University of Georgia. Order no.: 75-08134. E


Higher Education


Literature and Drama

A Transactional Analysis of the Plays of Edward Albee. 1975. Loyola University of Chicago. Order no.: 75-14513. O


Transactional Analysis in Drama Criticism. 1968. Tulane University. Order no.: 69-03802. O

Transactional Analysis of Character in Drama for the Actor. 1977. Indiana University. Order no.: AAD78-00150. O

Marriage and Family


Political Science


Psychotherapists

An Investigation Into How Therapists Perceived Themselves Combining Transactional Analysis and Gestalt Therapy. 1977. California School of Professional Psychology. Order no.: Not available from University of Microfilms Int'l. P


Redecision Therapy

- Religion


Transactional Analysis Applied to Scripture Reading and Sermon Delivery in a Seminary Preaching Class. 1978. New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. Order no.: Not available from University of Microfilms Int'l. 

**Test Development**


**Theory**


An analysis of the Relationship of Selected Ego State Frequency Patterns to Selected Task and Social Leadership Styles in Participants in Problem-Solving Groups. 1975. The University of Texas at Austin. Order no.: AAD75-16757. 


Identification of Ego States in Transactional Analysis by a Group of Adolescents with High and Low Conceptual Levels As a Function of Two Presentation Modes. 1978. Syracuse University. Order No.: AAD78-23604. 


